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A green-thumbed family has brought a dull space to 
life with colour, fragrance and delicious produce 
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magic makeovers:garden

entrance Homeowner 
and landscape designer Lisa has 
turned a once neglected garden 
into a verdant oasis. A picket 
fence topped with Angelina-style 
capitals complements the 
traditional outdoor spaces and is 
in keeping with the classic charm 
of the period home. >
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SOME HOUSE HUNTERS buy to renovate, yet for landscape 
designer Lisa Harper of Akemi Gardens, it was the scope to transform 
the sprawling grounds that sealed the deal on her 1927 bungalow in 
a bayside suburb of Melbourne. “The house was lovely, but it was 
really the size of the block and the potential to create a sustainable, 
productive garden for my family which excited me most,” she recalls. 

The garden had been virtually untouched for 30 years and held 
just a few sparse beds. Lisa spent her first season addressing 
underlying issues such as drainage, soil quality and lack of water 
storage. “Our first priority was developing a concealed utilities area 
with three water tanks linked to an irrigation system,” she says. With 
the foundations in place for plants to flourish, the redesign quickly 
took shape around a series of flowing aggregate pathways. 

Productive garden beds are now filled with vegetables and herbs, 
along with a variety of fruit trees integrated along the fence lines.  
In the backyard, an open expanse was designed as a breakout area 
from the deck, while unused space along the eastern side of the 
house was converted into a private courtyard where Lisa, her 
husband Ben and their daughters Amelie, seven, and Fleur, nine, 
can enjoy a steady stream of filtered sun during the cooler months.  

The work has been completed in stages over several years, and 
admired by many in the neighbourhood who often stop and chat 
while the couple work away in the garden. “It’s been a wonderful 
way to connect with the community,” says Lisa. “People who have 
lived in the area for a long time appreciate that we’ve given our 
lovely old home the garden it deserves.” 

“The girls love to collect eggs and pick and eat 
fruit and vegies straight from the garden. For them, 
it’s a fantastic place to play and explore” ~ Lisa 

front yard Lisa chose recycled red bricks – which pick  
up on the terracotta hues of the house’s roof – to pave the front steps 

and create raised beds. Trimmed hedges of coastal rosemary and 
Euonymous ‘Tom Thumb’ add formality around the perimeter, while 

colourful hybrid tea roses and white icebergs ooze old-fashioned charm. before
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kitchen garden Amelie enjoys tending to the vegie patch, where 
raised beds are filled with a smorgasbord of seasonal produce such as lettuce, 
celery, spring onions, chives, cabbage, climbing beans and an array of herbs.  
Both decorative and functional, the recycled brick edging helps retain moisture  
within the soil and lock in heat during the cooler months. >
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side fence Added privacy for the 
new courtyard was achieved by raising  
the fence height with lattice panels. Plants 
which wouldn’t encroach on the narrow 
area were chosen: climbing roses, purple 
convolvulus and star jasmine hug the fence 
line, to create vertical expanses over which 
fragrant flowers cascade in spring. 
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courtyard Looking to maximise functionality, Lisa converted a 
previously unused area alongside the house into a private courtyard. An inviting 

spot for entertaining,with an outdoor setting from Domayne, it also delivers a 
pretty outlook from the conservatory that opens onto the space. “I love using 
aggregate as it is so hardwearing and has such a lovely, earthy colour which 

complements the red brick edging,” says Lisa of her choice of surface. >
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cubbyhouse Ben built the cubby using recycled 
timber and cleverly incorporated a chicken coop underneath. 
“The girls decorated it themselves with curtains and chalk 
drawings,” says Lisa. A hanging chair from Domayne 
alongside makes a fun reading nook for Fleur.

front garden Along the front 
fence, a layered planting of aspidistra, 
African daisies and silverbush creates 

depth. Ornamental pear trees provide a 
green screen in warmer months and bare 

architectural branches in winter.
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THE DETAILS
Aggregate: Exposed aggregate in Tambo mix,  
$336/cubic metre, Mentone Pre Mix ......................$4032
Bricks: Recycled rustic red bricks,  
Eco Bricks ...............................................................  $5580
Cubbyhouse: For similar DIY kit version,  
try Quality Cubby Houses ............................from $1650
Fencing: Paling fencing with la!ice .......................$3500
Landscaping ......................................................... $35,000
Paint: Wa!yl Low Sheen Solaguard in Fremantle  
Sails, $59/4L (exterior); Wa!yl Aquatrim Satin in  
Quaker White, $42/4L (trims) ...............................$11,000

total: $60,762*

SOURCE BOOK
Akemi Gardens 0407 304 851, akemigardens.com. 

Stockists, page 252   

inspiration This glowing pink rose, Princess 
Alexandra of Kent by David Austin, flowers for up to eight 
months of the year. “It reminds me of my Gar [grandma] who 
always wears bright pink lipstick,” explains Lisa. “Gar had an 
amazing garden which inspired me from a young age.”


